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Yaeow - Don't Give Up

                            tom:
                Eb (forma dos acordes no tom de C )
Capostraste na 3ª casa

                           C
I can take you anywhere
                 Fm
I could take you home
                              C7M        Am7
I just wanna be there, so you never feel alone
              C                            Fm
I know how it feels to be lost inside this world
                          C7M  Am7
Don't give up, don't give up, no

               C
I can take you anywhere
                 Fm
I could take you home
                              C7M        Am7
I just wanna be there, so you never feel alone
              C                            Fm
I know how it feels to be lost inside this world
                          C7M  Am7
Don't give up, don't give u_p, no

             C            Fm
It's hard to know who you are
                          C7M  Am7
When you don't know where to start
     C                      Fm  C7M
And peoples are talking to much
Am7       C          Fm
I try my best to survive
                       C7M  Am7

Sometimes I don't fell ali__ve
      C                       Fm  ( C7M  Am7 )
But I know that we'll make it out

               C
I can take you anywhere
                 Fm
I could take you home
                              C7M        Am7
I just wanna be there, so you never feel alone
              C                            Fm
I know how it feels to be lost inside this world
                                  Am7
Don't give up, don't give up, no

               C
I can take you anywhere
                 Fm
I could take you home
                              C7M        Am7
I just wanna be there, so you never feel alone
              C                            Fm
I know how it feels to be lost inside this world
                          C7M  Am7  ( C  Fm )
Don't give up, don't give up, no
                          C7M  Am7  ( C  Fm )
Don't give up, don't give up, no
                          C7M  Am7  ( C  Fm )
Don't give up, don't give up, no

( C7M  Am7  C  Fm )
( C7M  Am7  C  Fm )

           C7M  Am7
Don't give up, no

Acordes


